Delaware Police Department
Unsolved hit-skip vehicle from 2-24-21.

Delaware County S.O.

Brimfield Twp P.D.: We had a great surveillance camera view of the suspect vehicle in this B&E incident.
Unfortunately, the lack of a front license plate on the vehicle did not allow us to identify it. Incidentally,
this same vehicle was involved in another B&E incident just yesterday (3-4-21).

From the Avon Police Department:
Although, I do not have a specific case to mention I can tell you that over the last 4 years the
Avon Local School District has made an investment in equipping every school bus with forward
facing camera’s in an attempt to be proactive in helping us enforce school bus violations within
our community. As I write this today, the district has 38 school buses equipped with the
external forward facing camera’s. By removing the front license plates from vehicles in Ohio,
the Legislatures have made it even harder to ID school bus red light violators. I would guess
this very situation has impacted many communities and school districts in Ohio.
Of course the district could once again spend more money to have these camera’s turned
around or have a second rear-facing camera installed, but why? They made the investment
early on and now it may have been all for not. Apparently the way vehicles look in Ohio is a
much greater concern in our state than the safety of our children.
Just my experience in Avon, Ohio.
Have a great weekend !
Larry M. Fischbach III
Captain | Avon Police Department

From the West Chester Police Dept.

Chief,
I just wanted to voice my strong support for the reinstatement for the requirement for a front
license plate. Too many times officers are responding to calls where partial letters or numbers
are given with only a color of a vehicle for a description. There is no way an officer can respond
safely if they are expected to try to turn around and read (almost impossible) a rear plate of a
passing motor vehicle.
Colonel Joel M. Herzog
West Chester Police Department
Chief of Police

